
K3Y Ltd (K3Y) is a creative SME
focusing on Research, Development
and Inspiration. K3Y designs, develops
and implements customised solutions,
products and frameworks for various
domains, including Internet of Things
(IoT), Telecommunications, Security &
Privacy, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs), Smart Farming and Software
Development.
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CORE SERVICES

K3Y is focused on developing
evolved, smart and interactive
honeypots based on virtual
machines that emulate human,
service and server behavior. Ask us
for your customizable honeypot and
how you can attract and capture
attack traces!

K3Y offers solid solutions in getting
the big picture of what’s really
going on your infrastructure by
developing custom models and
simulators.

K3Y goes beyond conventional
solutions by providing methods and
applications for verifying and
optimizing your designs. K3Y offers
custom applications using powerful
mathematical and modeling tools
and helps you in deploying them
within your organization.

Smart Honeypots Modeling and Simulation Optimization

Web intelligence and visual
analytics can extend the visibility in
your system, network, and
ecosystem. K3Y implements user-
oriented visual dashboards for
monitoring, alerting, and getting all
at a glance in your desktop,
smartphone, or smartwatch!

K3Y extends the machine learning
capabilities to your business. We
provide custom machine-learning
frameworks in helping your
business in increasing the power,
durability and effectiveness of you
decisions. Do you have big data
without knowing what to do with
them? We can utilize them in your
benefit.

K3Y identifies relevant risks and
creates a list of potential threats in
terms of confidentiality, integrity,
and data availability for your
business. A risk analysis could help
you in promoting industry-based
resilience towards cyber-attacks
and threats.

The need for Market Analysis or
Techno-economic Analysis. K3Y
supports techno-economic analysis
by taking into account financial
aspects, economic indicators, and
business trends. K3Y is able to
support advanced sentiment
analysis using data obtained by
social media, financial websites, and
news portals.

K3Y research group can assist your
business to turn your products into
commercially viable offers in
targeted markets. Do you have or
plan a developed solution? K3Y will
devise precise business scenarios
for further exploiting and advancing
your valuable ideas to profit.

Visualization Machine Learning Solutions Risk Analysis & Assessment

Business ModelingMarket Analysis
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SOLUTIONS

K3FL1DS©

K3FL1DS is a federated solution for
detecting and discriminating various
kinds of cyberattacks. Based on
network traffic data and system logs,
K3FL1DS incorporates multiple deep
intrusion/anomaly detection models
into a federated schema. Next, the
federated model is personalised in
each use case.

K3Y-SDN-CD©

K3Y-SDN-CD is a fault-tolerant SDN
solution with the presence of multiple
SDN controllers that are coordinated
with each other and can be managed
via a webbased dashboard. The SDN
controllers can connect with open-
source and proprietary SDN switches.
K3Y-SDN-CD can also support SDN
applications.

K3V1S is visual-based intrusion
detection and prevention solution,
which adopts artifcial intelligence
techniques and visual analytics in
order to detect potential anomalies.
The detection results are normalised
and correlated with each other, thus
forming alerts and detecting new
security events.

K3V1S©

K3Y provides customised honeypot
applications that can imitate the
network behaviour of real industrial
devices, thus concealing and
protecting the real assets of a
protected organisation or takeholder.
K3POT intelligently orchestrates
honeypot deployment by considering
available resources or and following
DRL procedures.

K3P3T3 is an innovative penetration
testing related to industrial protocols
and supports numerous Blackbox,
Whitebox and Greybox security tests
that combine and enhance a variety
of open-source penetration testing,
social engineering and privacy
solutions, such as OWASP ZAP, Nmap
NSE, TOR and Veil.

K3POT© K3P3T3©

Federated-based Intrusion Detection SDN Networking Solution VIisual Intrusion Detection
 

Industrial Honeypots Penetration Testing
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COLLABORATIONS

Open 5G orchestration
platform for the deployment
of advanced 5G NetApps for
the industrial landscape.

A holistic fire management
ecosystem for the prevention,
detection and restoration of
disasters

A project aspiring to offer
smart beam allocation for
vehicle-to-everything
communications

An integrated software suite
capable of providing uniform
statistical sampling, audit and
defense processes.

A project which aims to
enhance undergraduates’
knowledge and skills on
Smart Energy Management
Systems.

Fog computing platform
that allows for scalability,
heterogeneity & security in
IoT services & applications.

Platform for testing new security
technologies, training defenders,
& supporting organisations in
security decisions.

H2020 SPIDER

H2020 RAINBOW

H2020 SANCUS

H2020 5G-INDUCE

KA2 Project JAUNTY

H2020 DRYADS

H2020 SwiftV2X

https://www.k3y.bg/5g-induce/
https://www.k3y.bg/jaunty/
https://www.k3y.bg/spider/
https://www.k3y.bg/sancus/
https://www.k3y.bg/rainbow/
https://www.k3y.bg/


Keep in
touch for

success

CONTACT US
K3Y Limited

Dobrotitsa Despot 41

1612, Lagera Region

Sofia, Bulgaria

+35 929 964 272

info@k3y.bg

We Research. 
We Develop. 
We Inspire.

We are K3Y.

www.k3y.bg

We would
love to hear
about your

project!

FOLLOW US

https://www.facebook.com/K3Y-101893888167824/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/k3y/
https://twitter.com/K3Y_BG
https://www.k3y.bg/

